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An exciting dice game for 2 to 4 players aged 3 years and above.

Contents:
1 double-sided game board (consisting of 3 pieces), 
4 playing pieces with stands, 1 numbered dice,  
1 coloured dice

The aim of the game is to be the first person to reach
the end square or circle with your playing piece.

Preparations:
Punch out all playing pieces. Insert the playing pieces into their transparent
stands. Puzzle the game board pieces together. There are two different game
boards, one on each side; you can choose the easier, shorter route (coloured
side), or the longer, more challenging one (numbered side). Lay the game
board on the table with the chosen side face up. Each player chooses a
playing piece and places it on the starting position.

Numbered dice or coloured dice?
Use the numbered dice for the longer, more difficult game board. For the  
shorter, easier game board you can use the coloured dice, moving from colour to 
colour. Using this game board is especially suited to younger players. However, 
you can also use the numbered dice for the shorter, easier game board too.

How to play:
The game is played in turns, with the youngest player starting first. On your
turn, roll the dice and move your piece accordingly on the game board. If 
your piece lands on a space with a ladder, you can climb up the board. If your
piece lands on a space with a snake, your piece has to slide down the board.

In this race you can‘t throw your opponents out of the race; multiple playing
pieces may occupy a single space.
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The game is over as soon as a player has reached the pink square at the end. 
They have won the round. You need to roll the exact number to land on the 
end space.

The game with the colour dice follows the same rules as described above
with the exception that you always move your piece to the next space with
the same colour shown on the thrown dice. If your piece lands on a space
with a ladder, you can climb up to the end of the ladder. If your piece lands
on a space with a snake, your piece has to slide down to the end of the
snake.

The game is over as soon as a player has reached the end circle with exactly 
the right colour (red). They have won the round.
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